Abstract-An approach for detecting low-value Laplacian pyramid coefficients which can be used to accelerate radiography image processing is presented. The acceleration is achieved through modifying Laplacian pyramid construction algorithm. Detection of low-value coefficients in lower pyramid layers is based on corresponding low-value higher layer coefficients which are lower than the threshold. Detected coefficients are then omitted in pyramid calculation and by the radiography image enhancement algorithm. Clinical radiography images are used to evaluate the proposed approach. Structural similarity index (SSIM) is employed to measure similarity between images processed with and without proposed acceleration. Threshold value analysis shows that high image quality with a mean SSIM of 0.995 can be achieved with mean processing time reduction of 4.62 %.
I. INTRODUCTION
ADIOGRAPHY images are processed with the purpose of improving detail visibility, enhancing contrast, compressing a high dynamic value range, reducing noise, etc. Multi-scale approaches have been efficiently employed to address these issues [1] - [8] .
Laplacian pyramid (LP) [9] was used in several proposed radiography image processing methods. Nonlinear mapping of LP coefficients for contrast amplification of medical images was presented in [1] . Another LP based approach for noise containment and contrast enhancement combined with local activity and density estimations was proposed in [2] . A nonlinear multi-scale contrast enhancement algorithm for chest radiographs based on local contrast information was proposed in [3] . Wavelet transformation was used for contrast enhancement of mammographic images in [4] and chest radiographs in [5] . Comparison of Laplacian and wavelet pyramids with the purpose of contrast enhancement for radiography images was performed in [6] . It was shown that artifacts produced by nonlinear LP coefficient mapping are less prominent than the ones produced by discrete wavelet transformation. Fast multi-scale morphological operations for local contrast enhancement were proposed in [7] . Machine learning of multi-scale patches for noise removal in fluoroscopy was proposed in [8] . Multi-scale approaches for medical image denoising were proposed in [10] - [12] .
Due to the fact that radiography images are large with respect to pixel count (ranging from 9 megapixels for diagnostic x-ray [13] up to 25 megapixels for digital mammography [14] ), processing time reduction should be considered along with assuring the accomplishment of processing objectives. Therefore, in this paper we present a research into processing acceleration with the constraint of image quality preservation.
Employing LP over wavelet transform as a multi-scale technique was motivated by the fact that LP produces less prominent artifacts. We address the detection of low-value Laplacian pyramid coefficients and how it can be used for reducing processing time. Preliminary research into this topic was presented in [15] .
In Section II we outline the radiography image enhancement algorithm in which the low-value Laplacian pyramid coefficient detection was embedded during evaluation. Laplacian pyramid and image reconstruction algorithms are explained in Section III. A method for detection of Laplacian pyramid coefficients with low-value is presented in Section IV. Modification of the pyramid algorithm achieved with the detection is outlined in Section V. Analysis of the processing time reduction is made in Section VI. Algorithm evaluation and results discussion are presented in Section VII. Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. RADIOGRAPHY IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
In order to accomplish the outlined radiography image processing objectives, we chose to embed our proposed method into a processing algorithm, presented in [16] . Additional motivation behind the use of this algorithm is that it operates on LP coefficients, which is mutual with our research.
Detail visibility improvement and contrast enhancement are achieved through LP coefficients value manipulation. LP coefficients with a low absolute value are amplified in order to increase the visibility of fine details and improve local contrast. High absolute value LP coefficients are attenuated to additionally enhance image contrast. Both operations are performed using a single nonlinear mapping function with different parameters.
It was noted that very low absolute value LP coefficients which correspond to finer details represent noise. Noise reduction is achieved by avoiding these coefficients in the previously explained nonlinear mapping.
High dynamic value range compression is performed in the preprocessing stage, i.e. before LP decomposition of the unprocessed image, with linear to logarithmic domain conversion of pixel intensities. More details can be found in [16] .
III. LAPLACIAN PYRAMID
LP is a representative of multi-scale approaches to image processing. It is composed of layers which represent bandpass images obtained in a dyadic manner. These band-pass images can be interpreted as representations of image details of different scales, which is utilized by enhancement algorithms as mentioned in Sections I and II. LP is closely related to the Gaussian pyramid, and they can be obtained through the use of the algorithm whose pseudo code is presented in Fig. 1 .
In Fig. 1 , is the number of pyramid layers and the low-pass filter is denoted as . More details on coefficient selection for this filter can be found in [9] , [17] and [18] . In our research, we used a binomial filter proposed in [19] as it allows faster implementation.
is a layer of the Gaussian pyramid. Each layer represents a low-pass approximation of the previous layer obtained after filtering and subsampling. Subsampling is achieved by removing every even column and row from the image, while upsampling is performed by adding zerovalued rows and columns between the existing ones. Last image in the Gaussian pyramid sequence is denoted as . stands for a layer of the LP. Each is a band-pass image which is determined as the difference between Gaussian pyramid layer and upsampled and filtered layer . Image reconstruction algorithm requires only LP and . A pseudo code for the reconstruction algorithm is presented in Fig. 2 . Output of the reconstruction algorithm , which is the image after successive upsampling and filtering, corresponds to the original image if no changes were made to the LP or before the start of reconstruction. Fig. 2 . Image reconstruction algorithm.
IV. COEFFICIENT DETECTION
Radiography image can contain regions that do not depict anatomy. One such region is the image background, i.e. the region that is intentionally shielded from the irradiation source by the collimator, an integral part of radiography systems used to reduce the patient dose. Hence, the previously mentioned image region does not contain information relevant for the patient examination.
Another radiography image region that does not depict anatomy is the foreground corresponding to the directly irradiated part of the x-ray detector. In contrast to the background, which is the low-valued part of the image, the foreground is characterized by very high values. An example radiography image containing foreground and background is presented in Fig. 3 .
The aforementioned regions are not of interest in the diagnostic process, which leads to the conclusion that their enhancement would not bring any benefit. Thus, they should be detected and disregarded by the processing algorithm. Background detection and subsequent elimination can be performed by utilizing algorithms for collimation field detection [20] - [25] .
Absolute values of coefficients of for image shown in Fig. 3 are presented in Fig. 4 . It is visible that coefficients corresponding to foreground have lower values than the ones corresponding to the anatomy or to the image background.
Coefficients of the first three layers of the LP for the central horizontal profile of the example image shown in Fig. 3 are presented in Fig. 5 . The topmost graphic represents pixel values, while the rest represent LP coefficients for respective layers. Note that LP graphics do not show absolute values of the coefficients, as the central value of the ordinate corresponds to zero, with ordinate values omitted since they are dependent on pixel values which vary image-wise.
LP coefficients which correspond to foreground (highest values in the topmost graphic of Fig. 5 ) have values near zero for all of the three layers, that is, they are similar for different scales. It should be noted that LP coefficients represent image details of different scales and that coefficients of lower LP layers correspond to finer details, while coefficients of higher LP layers correspond to coarser details. From this we conclude that detection of low-valued details (LVD) can be achieved by applying a threshold on corresponding higher layer LP coefficients. The first step is the detection of LVDs on a higher layer:
where T denotes the threshold, |•|is absolute value operator, while stands for the binary mask of LVDs on LP layer marked with n. Higher layer LVDs can be detected through nearest neighbor interpolation of . Similar LP coefficients correlation was used for noise reduction in [10] . Similar analysis paired with wavelet transformation was used for image denoising in [11] and [12] . 
LVDs in
, detected based on the binary mask , are shown as binary mask in Fig. 6 . In this example threshold T was set to 0.00001 of the pixel value range. Analysis of the threshold selection is presented in Section VII. It is determined that, with respect to the used threshold, 11.13 % of the example image are LVDs, corresponding to the amount of pixels which can be disregarded by the processing algorithm and should even be omitted in the LP calculation process. 
V. LAPLACIAN PYRAMID MODIFICATION
Method presented in Section IV uses higher LP layers for detection of LVDs on lower ones. In order to modify the LP calculation using the LVD detection with the aim of processing time reduction, LP should be calculated in an inverse manner, i.e. higher layers prior to lower ones. Based on the observation of algorithm presented in Fig. 1 , we propose Gaussian pyramid calculation prior to LP calculation according to the algorithm presented in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7 . Gaussian pyramid calculation algorithm.
Algorithm shown in Fig. 7 is created by omitting the steps needed for LP calculation as the Gaussian pyramid is independent of it. One LP layer calculation needs two Gaussian pyramid layers, the current and the next one. Layer is determined through subtraction of , which is obtained by upsampling and low-pass filtering of , from .This can be done in an inverse manner when the Gaussian pyramid layers are previously determined, as shown in Fig. 8 : Subtraction in the algorithm shown in Fig. 8 is performed element-wise between and , thus for calculating a single coefficient ( , ) one needs to know only the values of ( , ) and ( , ) ( and are spatial coordinates).
( , ) values are already known from the Gaussian pyramid, thus only the ( , ) should be determined. This value can be obtained by upsampling and filtering only the corresponding part of the . This leads to the conclusion that upsampling the whole layer is not required if not all of the values are going to be used. As lower layer LVDs can be detected based on higher layer LVDs, calculation of LVD ( , ) can be omitted by setting its value to zero, hence corresponding ( , )should not be calculated. Algorithm which incorporates previous observations in the LP calculation is presented in Fig. 9 : where stands for the binary mask of LVDs on LP layer marked with n, • represents rounding to the nearest integer towards minus infinity while denotes upsampling and filtering. Previously explained procedure contributes to processing time reduction in two ways. Firstly, for layer , > , calculation is reduced by the percentage of the LVDs in that layer. Secondly, radiography image enhancement algorithms can omit the LVDs as they do not contribute to the image diagnostic value. What is more, it will reduce noise as coefficients with a low value are estimated as noise and omitted in the enhancement (see Section II).
VI. PROCESSING TIME REDUCTION ANALYSIS
Complexity of the radiography image processing algorithm used in this paper is linearly proportional to the number of coefficients in the LP, , which can be calculated as follows:
where operator (•) determines the number of pixels in an image, the input image is denoted as and is the number of the pyramid layers. It should be noted that the supremum of , calculated when → ∞ is ( ).
has the same number of pixels (coefficients) as , thus contributes with 75 % to the overall number of coefficients . As the number of coefficients in is 1/4 of ( ), it contributes to with 18.75 %. Therefore, 93.75 % of the processing time is used for the first two LP layers as the complexity of the processing algorithm is linearly proportional to . We conclude that most of the processing time reduction gained by using LVD detection can be achieved on the first two LP layers. In our experiments, LVD detections for and were based on coefficient values in .
VII. EVALUATION AND RESULTS
For evaluation of the proposed approach a database consisting of 47 clinical digital radiography images was employed. The database consists of images of a wide range of anatomies (spine, limbs, head, chest, etc.) of different patients, acquired during standard daily hospital routine. Varian PaxScan 4343 flat panel detector was used in the image acquisition process. Detector pixel is squared and 139 x 139 μm in size. Obtained images are of size 3072 x 3072 pixels.
For the purpose of determining the amount of coefficients in which are estimated as LVDs we varied the value of T, defined in (1), in the range from 0 to 0.02 of the input image value range. Note that the portion of detected as LVDs is the same as that of , as both detections were based on .
The mean value of the portion of detected as LVDs depending on the value of T, measured on the entire evaluation database, is presented in Fig. 10 .
From observing the presented figure, several conclusions can be deduced. Firstly, the portion of coefficients estimated as LVDs increases with the value of T, which could be expected considering that LP layers have a zero mean value. Even for very low values of T a high portion of coefficients will be detected as LVDs, suggesting that using high values for T might lead to fine detail loss as they are represented through lower LP layers (see Section III). Finally, the estimate does not vary significantly through the database as can be seen from the error bars. In order to evaluate the effect of value of T on image quality, we compared images processed by the enhancement algorithm with and without embedded LVD detection. It should be noted that the images were processed after the removal of the background. To measure the similarity between the obtained images we employed the structural similarity index (SSIM). For two images and , with the same dimensions and pixel number , SSIM is defined as:
where , , , and are the local means, standard deviations and cross-covariance calculated in the neighborhoods of ( , )and ( , ), while and represent calculation constants [26] .
Dependence of mean SSIM on the value of T, obtained on the entire database, is presented in Fig. 11 . The graphic shows the decrease of mean SSIM with the increase of the value of T, which is contrary to the portion of coefficients estimated as LVDs. This is in accordance with the increase of estimated LVDs as more fine details will be set to a zero value. Fig. 11 . Mean SSIM value dependence on the value of threshold T.
To achieve a compromise between decreasing processing time and maintaining image quality, a threshold should be determined so that it simultaneously corresponds to both a high portion of coefficients estimated as LVDs and a high SSIM value. Relation of the mean SSIM value and portion estimated as LVDs for the same values of threshold T is shown in Fig. 12 . It can be seen that high SSIM values are obtained only when a small portion of the fine details is estimated as LVDs. Nevertheless, even with the threshold T set to the 0.0001 of the image value range mean processing time will be reduced by 4.62 %, while achieving a mean SSIM value of 0.995. Fig. 12 . Relation between SSIM and portion of fine details detected as LVDs.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a thresholding approach to radiography image processing acceleration. The approach is based on detecting low-value Laplacian pyramid coefficients which can be omitted by the radiography image enhancement algorithm. The detection is based on correlation between coefficients on different layers of the Laplacian pyramid. Low-value coefficients which correspond to finer details (lower pyramid layers) were detected based on low-value coefficients which correspond to coarser details (higher pyramid layers) and are lower than the threshold.
The detection of low-value details was embedded in the multi-scale radiography image enhancement algorithm. Relation between obtained image quality and the portion of fine details which were estimated as low-valued was analysed. The quality of images obtained with the proposed approach is shown to depend on the threshold used for the detection.
Setting the threshold value to 0.0001 of the image value range results in processing time reduction of 4.62 %. This threshold value was chosen as it presents a compromise between processed image quality and processing time reduction, since it results in mean SSIM value of 0.995 with respect to images processed without the detection.
